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3-dipolar cycloaddition between
dehydroalanines and tetrazoles: application to late-
stage peptide and protein modifications†

Mengqian Zhang, a Peiyang He a and Yanmei Li *abc

As an easily introduced noncoded amino acid with unique electrophilicity distinct from the 20 natural amino

acids, dehydroalanine (Dha) is not only a precise protein post-translational modification (PTM) insertion

tool, but also a promising multifunctional labelling site for peptides and proteins. However, achieving

a balance between the reaction rate and mild reaction conditions has been a major challenge in

developing novel Dha-modified strategies. Rapid, efficient, and mild Dha modification strategies are

highly desired. Additionally, catalyst-free photocontrollable reactions for Dha-containing peptide and

protein modification have yet to be developed. Here, we report a photoinitiated 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition

reaction between Dha and 2,5-diaryl tetrazoles. Under low-power UV lamp irradiation, this reaction is

completed within minutes without catalysis, resulting in a fluorescent pyrazoline-modified peptide or

protein with excellent chemoselectivity for Dha residues. Notably, this reaction exhibits complete site-

specificity in the modification of thiostrepton, a natural antimicrobial peptide containing multiple Dha

residues (Dha3, Dha16, and Dha17), within 20 minutes in high yields. This is currently the fastest reaction

for modifying the Dha residue in thiostrepton with clear site-specificity towards Dha16. This

photoinitiated reaction also provides a chemoselective strategy for precise functionalization of proteins.

Additionally, the rapidity and efficiency of the reaction minimize UV light damage to the biological

reaction system. Combined with fluorogenic properties, this photo-controllable methodology can be

applied to live cell imaging, further broadening the application scope of the Dhamodificationmethodology.
Introduction

Chemical modications provide basic tools for conferring,
regulating or improving peptide and protein functions in
biology and medicine. As a result, this toolbox has a wide range
of applications in peptide and protein science, including but
not limited to post-translational modication (PTM) insertion,
uorescence tracking and targeted delivery.1–3 To date, various
chemoselective modication strategies have been developed.
However, strategies targeting specic canonical amino acids in
peptides and proteins tend to generate multisite modication
products.4,5 To achieve more precise site-selective modication,
methods targeting noncoded amino acids with unique reactivity
need to be further developed.1
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Dehydroalanine (Dha) has been an attractive option for
precise late-stage modication of peptides and proteins. As
a naturally occurring noncoded amino acid,6 it is formed by
serine (Ser) dehydration or phosphoserine (pSer) elimination in
natural peptides7–9 and proteins.10,11 In particular, employing
cysteine (Cys) and serine (Ser) as precursors, Dha can be easily
introduced into various peptides and proteins at the position of
interest via mild chemical treatment.10,12 In addition, owing to
its electrophilic a,b-unsaturated structure, Dha has a unique
chemical reactivity distinct from the 20 natural amino acids,
which facilitates site-selective modication of peptides and
proteins. To date, various robust Dha modication strategies
have been reported, such as nucleophilic additions for the
construction of carbon–heteroatomic (C–X) bonds and radical
additions or metal-catalysed cross-coupling reactions for the
formation of carbon–carbon (C–C) bonds on the b-C of Dha
residues (Fig. 1).13,14 These reactions have been applied in
protein therapeutics, such as the preparation of homologous
antibody–drug conjugates (ADCs),15 as well as the insertion of
PTMs and their mimics, to explore the inuence on protein
structures and functions.16,17 In addition, the cycloaddition
reaction has been another approach to Dha modication, yet it
is still only in its infancy. To date, related strategies have mainly
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 Strategies for Dha-containing peptide and protein modification. aOnly one cycloaddition strategy for protein modification has been
reported so far.
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focused on the modication of small molecule Dha derivatives
and peptides.18–20

Despite these advances, there is still much room for the
development and improvement of Dha chemistry. First, the
competing electronic forces between the p-donating nitrogen
substituent and electron-withdrawing carbonyl group reduce
the reactivity of Dha to some extent.10,18 As a result, most peptide
or protein Dha modication reactions require hours to days to
complete (Fig. 1A).13 For instance, nucleophilic addition reac-
tions typically take 1 to 12 hours15,21–25 to form C–X bonds. Free
radical reactions, on the other hand, usually take 0.5 to 24 hours
to complete,17,26–32 with only a small proportion of reactions17,29

nishing within an hour. Cycloaddition reactions need even
longer reaction times, varying from 2 to 72 hours.18–20,33 There-
fore, more rapid and efficient Dha modication strategies are
highly desired. In addition, Dha modication reactions devel-
oped in recent years are generally not mild enough, requiring
the use of organic solvents and/or harsh catalysts, causing
difficulty in further biomedical applications. Hence, non-
catalytic and mild bioorthogonal Dha modication reactions
remain to be developed. Last, previously developed strategies
focused more on introducing specic amino acids or PTM
mimics for protein function exploration.16,29,34 However, as
a powerful tool for peptide and protein multifunctionalization,
more downstream applications of Dha modication need to be
further explored. Reactions that can be controlled spatially and
temporally are expected to expand downstream applications of
the Dha modication methodology, but related reactions have
yet to be developed.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
To address these challenges and meet the growing needs of
downstream applications, we turned our attention to the less
explored 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition strategy. Although existing
Dha modication strategies based on 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition
have expanded the toolbox of methods available for peptide
chemistry, they commonly require a long reaction time (12–72
hours) and harsh conditions (metal catalysts and/or organic
solvents), thus preventing their general applicability.18,20,33

Recently, a cycloaddition strategy for protein modication
using nitrile oxides as 1,3-dipoles to react with Dha has been
reported, enabling rapid modication of protein substrates in
two hours.35 However, nitrile oxides are prone to undergo side
reactions with nucleophilic amino acids such as lysine, lacking
chemical specicity for Dha. In our search for potentially more
reactive and chemoselective 1,3-dipoles towards Dha residues,
nitrile imines generated by photoactivation of tetrazoles
attracted our attention.36,37 Considering the broad functional
group tolerance of photoinduced 1,3-dipolar cycloadditions
between tetrazoles and various electron-decient alkenes, we
speculated that Dha could similarly undergo a fast and catalyst-
free cycloaddition with tetrazoles. Herein, we report a photo-
initiated 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition between 2,5-diaryl tetrazoles
and Dha residues (Fig. 1B). Tetrazoles are readily triggered by
302 nm UV light from a hand-held LED lamp to form nitrile
imine dipoles (Scheme S1†), which undergo spontaneous and
rapid [3 + 2] cycloadditions with the unsaturated double bond of
Dha residues in peptides and proteins, resulting in the forma-
tion of uorescent pyrazoline products under mild and catalyst-
free conditions within minutes. In addition, activation by
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9418–9426 | 9419
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a specic wavelength of light enables precise temporal and
spatial control of the reactions. Furthermore, as a uorogenic
reaction, the intense uorescence of the pyrazoline product can
be applied for cell imaging, further expanding the biomedical
application of Dha chemical modication.

Results and discussion

In our initial study, protected Dha (Boc-Dha-OMe) was
employed as the substrate to investigate the reactivity of Dha
with 2,5-diaryl tetrazole under photoirradiation with 302 nm UV
light (Table 1). A reaction mixture containing 2-(4-
methoxyphenyl)-5-phenyltetrazole (1a), Boc-Dha-OMe, and the
solvent was irradiated with a hand-held 302 nm UV lamp at
room temperature. Notably, this reaction was completed within
10 minutes, as monitored via thin-layer chromatography (TLC),
generating pyrazoline product 2awith bright green uorescence
(as shown in Fig. S1†) in high isolated yields (74–80%). The
time-course analysis demonstrated that the reactions were
completed within 5–7 minutes (Fig. S2†). Further experiments
showed the reaction's excellent solvent tolerance and rapid,
efficient performance across a range of solvents, with particu-
larly high efficiency in protic solvents including H2O (Table 1,
entries 1–6).

We next validated the reactivity of this reaction on Dha-
containing peptides (Fig. 2). Cysteine-containing peptides 3a–
e were synthesized and then treated with methyl 2,5-dibromo-
pentanoate (MeDBP) to generate Dha-containing peptides 4a–e
via bisalkylation-elimination. We initially utilized a C-terminal
Table 1 Light-initiated 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition between Boc-Dha-
OMe and tetrazoles 1a/1b in various solvents

Entry Tetrazole

Substrate concentration
(mM)

Solvent YieldaBoc-Dha-OMe Tetrazole

1 1a 2.5 4.0 EtOAc 74.1%
2 1a 2.5 4.0 CH2Cl2 75.8%
3 1a 2.5 3.0 MeOH 78.0%
4 1a 2.5 3.0 MeCN 79.3%
5 1a 2.5 3.0 MeCN : H2O 3 : 1 78.2%
6 1a 1 1.2 H2O 75.3%
7 1b 2.5 3.0 MeCN : H2O 3 : 1 77.1%
8 1b 1 1.2 H2O :MeCN 9 : 1 69.2%

a Isolated yields are reported.

9420 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9418–9426
amide-protected peptide 4a as a model to react with tetrazole
1a in the MeCN–H2O mixed solvent. Under the same reaction
conditions as those of the small-molecule substrates, the
anticipated pyrazoline-modied product 5a was obtained as the
only product, yet its conversion rate of 63.2% required further
improvement. By optimizing the stoichiometric ratio of the
reaction and performing a stepwise addition of tetrazole 1a, the
conversion rate of peptide 4a was increased to 87.0% (Fig. 2A,
Scheme S5†). Under similar optimized conditions, we were
delighted to nd out that all the modications of peptides 4b–e
with tetrazole 1a were completed within 10–15 minutes,
generating pyrazoline-modied peptides with bright green
uorescence in excellent conversion rates (83–98%) and iso-
lated yields (68–84%) without any side-product formation
(Fig. 2A, Scheme S5†). These results indicated that tetrazoles
could chemoselectively react with Dha moieties in both C-
terminal protected (4a and 4b) and unprotected peptides (4c–
e), and the reaction exhibited excellent compatibility with all
natural amino acids. To further expand the scope of tetrazole
reagents for downstream multifunctionalization, tetrazole 1b
bearing an alkynyl group was synthesized. Aer conrming its
reactivity with the small molecule Dha substrate (Table 1,
entries 7 and 8), we further reacted 1b with peptides 4a–e to
obtain modied peptides with alkyne “reaction handles” (6a–e)
(Fig. 2B, Scheme S6†), which exhibited bright blue uorescence.

Inspired by the high yields and excellent tolerance to all
natural amino acids, we aimed to extend this reaction to late-
stage modications of highly complex natural products. As
a natural, complex and highly potent antibiotic against a broad
range of Gram-positive bacteria,38 thiostrepton has piqued our
interest. Its complexity was partly exemplied by the presence of
three Dha residues (Dha3, Dha16, and Dha17), one dehydro-
threonine residue (Dhb8), four thiazoles, one thiazoline, three
isolated hydroxyl groups, a diol, an amine, an imine, and
a highly substituted pyridine (Fig. 3A).39 Complex functional
groups and multiple reaction sites bring great challenges to the
site-selective Dha modication of thiostrepton. To date, only
a limited number of late-stage modication strategies have
been reported.19,23,39–42 Although exhibiting predominant selec-
tivity towards Dha16 or Dha17, which are located in the solvent-
exposed tail region of thiostrepton, existing reactions have been
observed to yield mixtures of heterogeneous modications,
generally including Dha16-modied products, Dha17-modied
products, and doubly site-labelled products. Additionally, these
reactions require hours to days to complete. The development
of a rapid and site-specic Dha modication strategy for thio-
strepton remains an outstanding challenge.

We aimed to investigate whether tetrazole reagents could
tackle the aforementioned challenge. Our study started with the
verication of the reactivity of tetrazole 1a with thiostrepton
(Scheme S7†). Aer stirring the reaction under 302 nm light for
15 minutes under the optimized reaction conditions, thio-
strepton derivative 7a with single-site pyrazoline modication
was obtained, as characterized via reversed-phase high perfor-
mance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC), mass spectrometry
(MS) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (Fig. S24, S27 and
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 1,3-Dipolar cycloaddition reactions of Dha peptides 4a–e with tetrazoles (A) 1a and (B) 1b. All peptide substrates 4a–e were at
a concentration of 1 mM. aConversions were estimated via RP-HPLC. bIsolated yields of pyrazoline-modified products.
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S28†). To our knowledge, this is currently the fastest Dha-based
modication reaction for thiostrepton.

Next, we aspired to extend the reaction into a versatile,
multifunctional derivatization strategy for thiostrepton. With
this objective, we conducted the reaction between thiostrepton
and tetrazole 1b to install an alkynyl handle for further multi-
functionalization (Fig. 3B, Scheme S7†). During RP-HPLC
analysis of the reaction mixture, the optimized reaction condi-
tions produced a clean reaction prole, with only product 7b
detected (Fig. 3C). Aer purication via RP-HPLC, 7b was also
characterized via MS as a single-site pyrazoline-modied
product (Fig. S24 and S29†). Furthermore, an absolute prefer-
ence for modication at Dha16 was conrmed via the combined
analyses of 1D and 2D NMR spectra of the thiostrepton
substrate and modied product 7b (Fig. 3D–F). Initially, we
referred to previous studies19,23,42 to conrm the chemical shis
of the 1H and 13C signals from Dha3, Dha16, Dha17, and Dhb8
in the thiostrepton substrate (as shown in Fig. 3D–F (top)).
Subsequently, by comparing the 1H NMR spectra of 7b (bottom)
and thiostrepton (top) in Fig. 3D, we found that there were no
C(sp2)–HNMR signals of the Dha16 side chain in the remaining
Dha residues of product 7b. Additionally, neither the 1H–1H
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
correlated spectroscopy (COSY) spectra (Fig. 3E) nor the 1H–13C
heteronuclear multiple bond correlation (HMBC) spectra
(Fig. 3F) of 7b showed any NMR signals of Dha16, whereas the
1D and 2D NMR signals of Dha3, Dha17, and Dhb8 were all
detected. These results indicated that the modication reaction
occurred precisely at Dha16. We speculate that the site-
selectivity for modication at Dha16 can be explained by the
fact that this residue is the most electron-decient site due to
the presence of adjacent thiazole15 and Dha17, both of which
are electron-withdrawing moieties.19 In addition, previous
studies have indicated that the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) of a nitrile imine dipole generated by the
photoactivation of tetrazole undergoes electron transfer with
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the alkene
dipolarophile, leading to the occurrence of a [3 + 2] cycloaddi-
tion reaction.43 The a,b-unsaturated double bond of Dha16 is
adjacent to these two electron-withdrawing moieties, which
lowers its LUMO energy and facilitates better alignment with
the HOMO energy level of the nitrile imine. Therefore, the
cycloaddition reaction exhibits a signicant preference for
modication at Dha16, even demonstrating explicit site-
specicity.
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9418–9426 | 9421



Fig. 3 Site-selective labelling of thiostrepton via light-initiated 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of Dha and tetrazole 1b. (A) Chemical structure of
thiostrepton. (B) Two-step reaction for site-specific labelling of Dha16 on thiostrepton. (C) HPLC analysis of the reaction mixture of thiostrepton
and tetrazole 1b at 0min (top) and 20min (bottom). (D) 1H NMR spectra of thiostrepton and Dha16-labelled product 7b. Chemical shifts of signals
from the C(sp2)–H of Dha3, Dha16, Dha17, and Dhb8 are assigned. (E) 2D-NMR spectra (1H–1H COSY) of thiostrepton and 7b, which show 1H–1H
couplings in Dha16 and Dha17. (F) 2D-NMR spectra (1H–13C HMBC) of thiostrepton and 7b. Long range 1H–13C couplings via a H–C–C–C path
are measured and assigned.
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In addition, the installation of an alkynyl group on thio-
strepton enabled downstream functionalization through click
reactions with various commercially available azide reagents.
Herein, the reactions of biotin-PEG3-azide and uorescein-
PEG2-azide with 7b were utilized as examples to illustrate the
feasibility and great potential of this reaction for the multi-
functionalization of highly complex natural products (Fig. 3B).
Under mild conditions, biotinylated thiostrepton derivative 8a
and uorescein-labelled product 8b were obtained with isolated
yields of 61.2% and 52.7%, respectively (Scheme S8†). This
reaction simplied the late-stage chemical modication of thi-
ostrepton, allowing for more efficient and rapid site-specic
9422 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9418–9426
modication of Dha16 under milder conditions without cata-
lysts or additives. Compared to previous methods that needed
hours or even days under metal catalysis, our method enabled
the efficient synthesis of more novel analogues of homogeneous
thiostrepton derivatives.

With the goal of investigating the applicability of this
method to other biologically relevant molecules containing Dha
motifs, we applied this reaction for Dha-containing protein
modication (Fig. 4). To investigate the reactivity towards
proteins containing a Dha residue, we selected alpha-synuclein
(a-syn) as a model. Considering the lack of cysteine residues in
the natural sequence of wild-type a-syn, we mutated Ser129 to
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Chemoselective labelling of the a-synS129Dha protein via light-initiated 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition between Dha and tetrazoles 1a–d. The
concentration of a-synS129Dha was 34.6 mM (0.5 mg mL−1) in each reaction. aThe reaction was performed in H2O. bThe reactions were
conducted in the H2O–MeCN mixed solvent (4 : 1, v/v).
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Cys129 and further converted it to Dha to create a potential
reaction site, obtaining the a-synS129Dha variant. Initially, we
modied a-synS129Dha with tetrazole 1a under conditions
similar to those of peptide modication. The initial stoichio-
metric ratio of 1a to a-synS129Dha was set at 10 : 1. Aer stirring
for 30 minutes under irradiation with 302 nm UV light, the
reaction mixture was analysed via RP-HPLC and MS. However,
the expected product was not obtained. By optimizing the
stoichiometric ratio of 1a to a-synS129Dha at 30 : 1 and irradi-
ating the reaction mixture with 302 nm UV light for 15 minutes,
we obtained the pyrazoline-modied protein 9a in H2O with
a yield of 63.1%. Through CD spectroscopy analysis of wild-type
a-syn, a-synS129Dha and pyrazoline-modied protein 9a, we
have conrmed that this chemical modication did not cause
any disruption to the protein's secondary and tertiary structures
(Fig. S38, Table S1†). Then we proceeded to expand the scope of
tetrazoles. We synthesized tetrazole 1c labelled with biotin and
tetrazole 1d labelled with uorescent dansylcadaverine for
straightforward one-step protein labelling. As shown in Fig. 4, a-
synS129Dha could be efficiently and rapidly functionalized with
tetrazoles 1a–d, resulting in the generation of 9a–d in moderate
to high yields (53–63%) in H2O or aqueous solution containing
20% MeCN (Fig. 4).

The exceptional efficacy of this reaction in modifying
peptides and proteins in solution prompts the broadening of its
potential biological applications. The fast rate, high efficiency,
mild conditions and simplicity of the reactions between Dha
and tetrazoles make them highly promising for cell labeling.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Furthermore, the uorogenic properties of this reaction enables
in situ imaging of cells without using additional uorophores.
Notably, the uorescence generated in situ facilitates direct
monitoring of the reaction progress to determine the effective-
ness of cell labelling. Moreover, the photocontrollability of this
reaction provides potential advantages in terms of time and
space control. Therefore, we investigated the feasibility of in situ
imaging of B16-OVA mouse melanoma cells using a light-
triggered reaction between tetrazoles and cyclic RGD peptides
(Fig. 5A). RGD peptides refer to a series of short peptides con-
taining an arginine-glycine-aspartic acid sequence, which
specically bind to integrins that are overexpressed in tumour
cells.44,45 Currently, there have been extensive studies on tumour
cell-targeted imaging and cancer-targeted drug delivery based
on the specic binding of linear RGD peptides or cyclic RGD
peptides with integrin avb3.44–49 In our study, we chose
cyclo(RGDfC) as a sensitive integrin avb3 receptor ligand50,51 and
treated it with MeDBP to generate cyclo(RGDfDha) (10) via
a bisalkylation–elimination reaction (Scheme S9†). Initially, we
tested the reactions between tetrazoles (1a and 1b) and cyclic
RGD peptide 10 in solution and successfully obtained modied
cyclic peptides 11a with bright green uorescence and 11b with
bright blue uorescence. The uorescence excitation and
emission spectra of both 11a and 11b were obtained via uo-
rescence spectral characterization (Fig. S43†).

Next, we aimed to achieve in situ imaging of B16-OVA tumour
cells by targeting integrin receptors utilizing the reactions
between tetrazoles and the Dha residue on cyclic peptide 10
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9418–9426 | 9423



Fig. 5 In situ imaging of tumour cells using a cyclic RGD peptide. (A)
Schematic illustration. (B) Merged images of DAPI and T-PMT channels
of B16-OVA cells captured using a confocal laser scanning micro-
scope. Scale bar = 50 mm. B16-OVA cells in (a)–(h) were sequentially
treated with (a) 1% DMSO (hn), (b) 160 mM tetrazole 1a (hn), (c) 160 mM
1a and 80 mM cyclic peptide 10 (dark), (d) 160 mM 1a and 80 mM 10 (hn),
(e) 100 mM 10 (hn), (f) 200 mM tetrazole 1b (hn), (g) 200 mM 1b and 100
mM 10 (dark), and (h) 200 mM 1b and 100 mM 10 (hn). Among them, cells
in (a), (b), (d), (e), (f), and (h) were treated with 15-min photoirradiation
at 302 nm. (C) Flow cytometry analysis of B16-OVA cells. Bar graphs in
(a) and (c) represent the cell labelling rate for each population. Bar
graphs in (b) and (d) represent the mean fluorescence (MF) of the DAPI
channel for each population. The error bars indicate the standard
deviations calculated from three independent experiments. Statistical
significance was determined by one-way analysis of variance (P value:
****P < 0.0001).

9424 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 9418–9426
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(Fig. 5A). To begin, we evaluated the cytotoxicity of the reactants
and products on B16-OVA cells using Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-
8) and found no signicant toxicity at various concentrations of
tetrazoles 1a and 1b, cyclic peptide substrate 10, and modied
peptides 11a and 11b (Fig. S44†). Then, we incubated the cells
with cyclo(RGDfDha) (10) for 12 hours to ensure full binding of
the cyclic RGD peptide to integrin receptors and subsequent
cellular uptake. Aer washing the cells with phosphate buffered
saline (PBS) to remove excess cyclic peptide 10 in the culture
medium, we added tetrazole 1a or 1b to the cells and incubated
them for 30 minutes, followed by a 15-minute reaction under
irradiation with a 302 nm hand-held UV lamp. The cellular
uorescence was recorded using a confocal laser scanning
microscope equipped with a DAPI lter. As shown in Fig. 5B(d)
and (h), strong uorescent signals were detected and effectively
colocalized with the cells, and nearly all cells in the eld of view
were successfully labelled. In contrast, cells incubated with 10
and a tetrazole reagent (1a or 1b) without subsequent photo-
irradiation did not show evident uorescence [Fig. 5B(c) and
(g)]. Moreover, no signicant uorescence signals were detected
in cells treated separately with tetrazole 1a and 1b and cyclic
peptide 10 followed by 15 minutes of UV-light irradiation
[Fig. 5B(b), (e) and (f)]. Aer verifying the feasibility of this
reaction for cell imaging, we aimed to accurately determine the
uorescent labelling ratios of B16-OVA cells. Aer undergoing
the same reaction process as above, the cells were analysed by
ow cytometry, utilizing a 355 nm violet laser for excitation and
a 450/50 bandpass lter for uorescence detection. As shown in
Fig. 5C, B16-OVA cells showed a signicant increase in the
population of uorescent cells aer the photoinitiated reaction
compared to B16-OVA cells treated with dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO). We demonstrated that both 1a and 1b exhibited high
reaction efficiency towards cyclic peptide 10, which was able to
fully bind to the integrin receptors on B16-OVA cells and
undergo cellular uptake, resulting in high cellular uorescence
labelling rates of 95–100% [Fig. 5C(a) and (c)]. The bar graphs
(b) and (d) in Fig. 5C indicated that the average uorescence
intensity (MF) of labelled cells was signicantly enhanced
compared to that of the relevant control groups. In contrast, the
control groups using tetrazoles 1a and 1b and cyclic peptide 10
to incubate cells separately followed by 15-minute UV-light
irradiation showed no uorescent labelling. Similarly, cells
treated with tetrazole and cyclic peptide 10 without UV-light
irradiation remained unlabelled. These results were consis-
tent with our observations via a confocal laser scanning
microscope.

Conclusions

In summary, we developed a versatile method for the late-stage
modication of various Dha-containing peptides and proteins
using a photoinitiated 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reaction
between Dha and tetrazoles. This remarkable strategy intro-
duces the rst catalyst-free photoinitiated reaction into the
existing toolbox of Dha chemical modication. During this
process, we demonstrated the strategic advantages of this rapid,
mild, highly selective, and photocontrollable methodology for
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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the chemical modication of conventional peptide substrates
and complex natural product peptides containing Dhamoieties.
The addition of an alkyne as a reaction handle on the substrates
enables diverse downstream functionalizations via azide–
alkyne cycloaddition. Notably, this strategy has considerable
potential for expanding to the late-stage modication of other
complex natural product peptides containing Dha residues. It
provides a powerful tool for further structural optimization and
property exploration. Moreover, we have shown the signicant
efficacy of this cycloaddition reaction in protein modication by
utilizing diverse tetrazole reagents in aqueous solution. Addi-
tionally, by exploiting the unique uorescence generation
properties of this reaction, we have expanded the biological
applications beyond those explored by previous Dha modica-
tion strategies. We utilized the reaction between a Dha-
containing cyclic RGD peptide and tetrazoles to achieve in situ
imaging of B16-OVA cells, providing the rst application of Dha
modication strategies in live cell imaging.
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